Wiring Diagrams & Harnesses for Ford Tractors
Contributed by Neil Reitmeyer, Rob G, Don & Derek Barkley, Dan Dibbens, Ed Gooding, and Tyler Neff

• 9N/2N Wiring Diagrams

9N and 2N

Ford 9N/2N Wiring Diagram

9N Wiring Harnesses
• 8N Wiring Diagrams

Before SN 263844

After SN 263843

• 12 Volt Conversion Wiring Diagrams

12 Volt Conversion Wiring Diagram for 6 Volt Front Mount Coil

** If the original 6V Coil is used, a ballast resistor must be added in series with the coil to drop the 12V down to 6V.

12N Wiring Harnesses
• NAA Wiring Diagrams

NAA / Golden Jubilee

1953-54 LIGHTING KITS (INCLUDING IMPLEMENT LAMP & WIRING ASSY.
Basic numbers only shown on illustration. Order by Part Numbers shown in list of parts.

Jubilee/NAA Wiring Harness
Wiring Diagrams from Parts Manuals

• 9N/2N Manual Wiring Diagrams

March 15, 1940

[Diagram of wiring connections and part numbers]
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1948-50 ELECTRICAL WIRING AND RELATED PARTS (BEFORE SERIAL 263844)
Basic numbers only shown on illustration. Order by Part Numbers shown in list of parts.
1950-52 ELECTRICAL WIRING AND RELATED PARTS (AFTER SERIAL 263843)

Basic numbers only shown on illustration. Order by Part Numbers shown in list of parts.
1950-52 ELECTRICAL WIRING AND RELATED PARTS (AFTER SERIAL 283843)

Basic numbers only shown on illustration. Order by Part Numbers shown in list of parts.
1952

1953 ELECTRICAL WIRING & RELATED PARTS
Basic numbers only shown on illustration. Order by Part Numbers shown in list of parts.
Best internet source of information and help for old Ford tractors.
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